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SIMCHAT TORAH
ON Monday evening and Tuesday next, the
present Festival of Succot will be concluded
with the celebration of Simchat Torah. Thus
will the Season of our Rejoicing reach its
fitting close with the day devoted to Rejoic-
ing in the Law. For we shall then give
expression to our belief that adherence to the
Divine Law constitutes the surest guarantee
of human happiness. The special ceremonial
which attends the Reading of the Law on this
occasion should give added meaning to the
familiar introductory words: "The Law of
the Lord is perfect, restoring the soul; the
testimony of the Lord is sure, making wise
the simple. The precepts of the Lord are
right, rejoicing the heart;- the commandment
of the Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes."
And after the Chatan Torah and the Chat an
Bereshit have performed their honoured
duties, a fresh significance may be found in
the congregation's repeated declaration: " It
is a tree of life to them that grasp it, and of
them that uphold it every one is rendered
happy. Its ways are ways of pleasantness,
and all its paths are peace/*

In the final portion of Deuteronomy, we
shall read the Lawgiver's last words to his
people. He reminds them of their inalien-
able Heritage; " Moses commanded us a law,
a heritage of the congregation of Jacob." It
is this that must ever be their supreme joy:
** Happy art thou, O Israel, who is like unto
thee ? " Then, as we recommence the Torah
in the opening portion of Genesis, we shall
read the sublime story of God's creation of
the world and of man in the Divine likeness.
Our thoughts are directed to the whole
universe that the Creator declared to be very
good, and to the moral and spiritual poten-
tialities of all God's children if they would
live in accordance with His will.

This universalistic aspect of Israel's
mission has always been conspicuous in the
celebration of Succot In the time of the
Temple, 70 sacrifices were offered at this
season for the 70 nations of the.world. A
modernised revival of this ancient peace-
offering took place last Monday, when, in the
presence of Christians -and Moslems as well
as Jews, a special prayer for world peace,
newly composed by the Jerusalem Chief
Rabbinate, was recited on Mount Zion. On
the same day, in every synagogue throughout
world Jewry, our Prophetical Reading pro-
claimed the ideal goal of all Jewish
endeavour: " The Lord shall be King over
all die earth; in that day shall the Lord be
one, and His name one.*9

Contemporary events bear sufficient wit-
ness to the evil results of lawlessness and
power politics. By a happy coincidence,
however, Simchat Torah will be followed in
succession by two days which will illustrate
the practical significance of the Hebraic con-
ception of the rule of Law in the world.
Next Wednesday, October 24, will • -
officially observed by this country and
other member nations as United Nations
Day. Its purpose is to gain the support of
public opinion everywhere for the objectives
of the United Nations in the promotion of
world peace and collaboration. All Jews
who are true to their religious traditions must
work actively and energetically for this great
cause which seeks to establish the sway of
justice and righteousness among men and
nations. On Thursday next, October 25, the
General Election will take place. If we
Miii^re ^ e nmnner in which British citizens
go to the polls with the different methods of
government which obtain in many other
lands, who can fail to recognise the blessings
that attend the operation of law based on
equity and justice, on trust and forbearance ?
Here, again, Jews roust do their utmost to
uphold those democratic principles which
derive sanction from their own religious

If our professions on Simchat
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Torah mean more than mere lip-service, its

THE Board of Deputies, as was announced
by the Rev. Dr. A* COHEN, the President, at
last week's meeting of the Board, will be
represented at the conference of Jewish
organisations callgd together in New York
by the Jewish Agency Executive for next
Thursday to support Israel's demands for
reparations from Germany and to consider
Dr. ADENAUER'S recent offer to Jewry. The
Anglo-Jewish Association has also been
invited to join the conference. The
Israeli Government will, of course, look
after the interests of the people of Israel in
any discussions with the German authorities,
and it hardly seems necessary, therefore, to
hold a conference of external bodies to sup-
port Israel's demands, the principle of which
has in any case been accepted by implication
in the German offer itself. As for the
Diaspora, Dr. COHEN has endorsed the sug-
gestion made by THE JEWISH CHRONICLE that
the Jewish non-governmental consultative

-bodies accredited to the United Nations ^
should represent this large section of Jewry
in negotiations concerning the (jerman offer
(about which, no doubt, more concrete details
will be forthcoming in due course). In view
of their acknowledged universal status, these
consultative bodies — the Co-ordinating
Board, consisting of the British and South
African Boards of Deputies and the B'nai
B'rith in the United States ; the Consultative
Council, comprising the American Jewish
Committee, the Alliance Israelite Universelle,
and the Anglo-Jewish Association; the
Agudas Israel; the World Jewish Congress ;
and the World Union for Progressive Judaism
—seem particularly fitted to act on behalf of
Jews outside Israel, in view of the fact that
a limit must be placed, for practical reasons,
on the number of bodies which can usefully
take part in negotiations, while allowing for
as wide a representation as possible.

The West German Government's offer will
undoubtedly require careful consideration by
all bodies interested, and while Jews every-
where will appreciate the initiative shown by
the Jewish Agency in calling the New York
conference, even within limited terms, it does
not necessarily follow that the Agency is the
appropriate organisation to sponsor such
conferences. The Agency is, of course, an
important body which performs extremely
useful duties in certain spheres, as also do
the Ort, the Ose, the "Joint," and other Jewish
organisations in their various ways. It carries
out a number of vital tasks in Israel with the
active assent and co-operation of that State's
authorities, but it cannot claim to represent
the Israeli Government As an instrument of
the World Zionist Organisation engaged in
Zionist work, it cannot, on the other hand, be
said directly to represent the Jewish com-
munities of the Diaspora. In the absence
especially of fuller details of the German
offer, it might be best if the delegates to the
New York meeting, while appreciating the
importance of the subject, were simply to
conduct it as a **pilot" conference, with
exploratory duties only, for the airing of the
views of the various Jewish organisations.
It will also—as it will be impossible to confine
its deliberations to the subject only of the
State of Israel's demands—give the delegates
an opportunity to consider seriously the
suggestion that only the Jewish non-govern-
mental consultative bodies be empowered,
by consent of the interested parties, to
represent Diaspora Jewry when the West
German Chancellor enlarges on his plan.
Obviously, when the time comes for discus-
sion of concrete proposals, evidence will
necessarily and gladly be taken from the
Jewish Agency and other bodies such as the
44 Joint" and the C.B.F., which have incom-
parable experience of conditions and needs
among various Jewish communities. But it
would be a mistake to permit an initiative,
even a welcome initiative, to turn, by
default, into a prescriptive right There
must, as we have already said, be a properly
constituted and recognised authority to
represent the interests of all those involved,
whether they are—for want of a better term
—Zionist or non-Zionist, and that authority
can best be formed from the accredited
representatives of the combined Jewish non-
governmental consultative organisations

' recognised by the United Nations. Such a

LITERARY COURSES
WITH the opening of the autumn term, the

activities of the Jewish societies at the
different universities are now being resumed.
There are about a score of such societies
which have arranged varied and interesting
programmes. From the particulars already
published Jn our columns, it is apparent that
they coveFa wide range of activities. Not
the least valuattc of these/we would suggest,
are the study groups and lecture courses for
the discussion of questions of Jewish interest
It may be hoped that freshmen in par-
ticular will not be slow to avail themselves
of these facilities. At the same time, it must
not be forgotten that such opportunities for
Jewish study are far from being confined to
undergraduates. In connection with London
University, for example, two extension
courses for the general public have been
arranged for the present term. At Jews'
College, beginning on Wednesday, October
31, Mr. CECIL ROTH will give a course of
eight weekly evening lectures on Jewish
history. . At the Hammersmith Syna-
gogue, from Monday, October 29, Rabbi S.
SPERBER will deliver a course of eight weekly
evening lectures on famous rabbinical
figures from JOHANAN BEN ZAKKAI to the
VILNA GAON. This second course has been
deliberately transferred to a suburban centre
in order to meet a growing need. Moreover,
at Jews' College, a two-term course of weekly
day-time lectures on the Theory of Educa-
tion will start on Thursday, October 25.
These lectures will be given by three distin-
guished teachers of the University of London
Institute of Education, Dr. C. M. FLEMING,
Professor A. J. LAUWERYS, and Professor L.
ARNAUD REID. In the summer term, further
lectures in this course will be given by Dr.
I. FISHMAN, Director of Jewish Education.
This pedagogics course, which is designed
for postgraduate students andv members of
the Anglo-Jewish ministry, should fill a
real need. Those who intend to pursue any
of these courses should enrol without delay.

About Book$

MODERN BIBLICAL
SCHOLARSHIP

fp j r :^ respect of all to the negotiations.

SQUARING T H E CIRCULAR
IF we are to believe a headline in a recent

issue of the SOUTH AFRICAN JEWISH TIMES, of
Johannesburg, that intrepid battler with com-
munal shortcomings, Rabbi Dr. Louis
RABINOWITZ, who is the Chief Rabbi of the
Transvaal Federation of Synagogues, but
who is not unknown also in London, has
flung down a new gage. Boldly displayed in
black type, we read: CHIEF RABBI RABINO-
WITZ ATTACICS ATTEMPTS TO CIRCULARISE
JEWISH LIFE. NOW that is a challenge indeed
which only the boldest of men would publicly
proclaim. If there is one thing more than
another which has become an established
custom, a perhaps ruefully accepted minhag,
it is that of the right to "circularise Jewish
life." Should a survey—which in this instance
THE JEWISH CHRONICLE would regretfully
decline to sponsor—-should a survey ever be
undertaken to estimate the proportion of
circulars received in the daily post of the
average Jewish family, it would undoubtedly
discover that the percentage is enormous, so
enormous, in fact, as to constitute an element
that would be keenly missed if the promise of
the South African paper's headline were ever
to be carried out. The suggestion, we fear,
is bound to give rise to a shoal of protests,
appropriately, perhaps, circularised to all
Jewish householders, by all the interested
synagogues, societies, chanties, and even
commercially minded individuals whose
constant preoccupation it is to see that the
proper quota of cajoling, beseeching,
demanding—beloved word!—and other
circulars is heaped upon the recipients (We
had almost said victims, except that the noted
philanthropy of Jews would put us to scorn

. over such a word). It is very likely, indeed,
that a new split or schism will appear in the
community. We fear that sabotage may make
its horrid appearance in the very synagogues
of Johannesburg next Monday evening and.
Tuesday morning, when Simchat Torah is
celebrated with traditional verve and rejoic-
ing. The little children themselves will be
used for the dark designs of the pro*
circularisation faction. Carefully insinuated
among the coloured paper flags that the
innocent infants will circulate round the
circular Bimah in the Procession of the Scrott*
of the Law will be seen miniature posten
bearing such slogans as " We Demrad the

dreams! On reading the report under the
headline, we find the printer's deva has been
at it again. It transpires that what Dr.
RAWNOWTTZ really attack* it attempts to
j t c u / o r i s t J e w i s h l i f e i , - , ,> - • • • : . ? • \ • *h;:.<:-;-,'-:••>;

The Old Teftaneat as* Modem Study.
Edited by H. H. ROWLEY. Clarendon Press. 25s.

Reviewed by the Rev. Dr. A. COHEDi
To mark its jubilee meeting, the Society for

Old Testament Study has rendered an outstand-
ing service to Biblical students by the publica-
tion of this volume. Twelve experts, in addition
to the .editor, have summarised the work which
has been done during the past 30 years in the
various fields of scholarship bearing upon the
interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Primary place is rightly given to archaeology
which, more than anything else, has compelled
scholars to think afresh JMI Biblical problems. In
two masterly chapters, Professor WV. F..Albright
appraises the remarkable discoveries which have
rewarded the zeal of the excavator. A warning is
uttered against the over-confident claim that theu monuments" have vindicated the traditional view
regarding the- Bible. Nevertheless, the volume
demonstrates forcefully the errors irilo which critics
of a former generation fell. .

More than one contributor points out that greater
respect is now paid to the accuracy of the Masorctic
texT The practice of cutting the knot of textual
difficulties by emendation, instead of unravelling it,
is not so readily resorted to. "What were at one
time thought to be corrupt or impossible Hebrew
forms are to-day often seen to b© patient of expla-
nation from some other Semitic language, remarks
Professor Winton Thomas, of Cambridge.

Critical Theories

A new attitude, which is little short of revolu-
tionary, has been adopted towards Higher .Criticism.
In Scandinavian countries a School has arisen which
challenges the very bases of the documentary theory
and the Wellbausen hypothesis, long accepted as
unassailable. The evolutionary approach to Old
Testament religion is rejected outright. Stress is
instead laid on cultic trends such as arc illustrated
in the Ras Shamra documents and other findfs.

But exaggerated importance appears to be
attached to this theory as the key to the interpre-
tation of the Bible, and a wise note of caution is
struck in Professor Anderson s excellent chapter on
"Hebrew Religion/' He writes: *•* It is po>sibleto be
so engrossed in the background of the ancient Orient
that it becomes foreground, to treat as central
influences which were,, no more than peripheral..to
use the non-Israelite evidence as the basis of our
reconstruction, and then to fit the Israelite evidence,
drastically altered if need be, into the superstruc-
ture. But clearly the Israelite evidence, critically
and judiciously used, must be our starting point.

In other words, to set out with the assumption that
the religion of the Bible is nothing more than one
of a group of Oriental faiths and must be explained
in that context, ruling out the.possibility^thai it is
sui generis, is unscientific in method and leads to
false conclusions. That is the weakness of the latest
phase of Biblical scholarship so admirably described
m this welcome book.

BOYS' CLUB
Fratres: Cl«b Boys fa Uniform. An Anthology

by BASIL L. Q. HENRIQUES. Secktr & Warburg,
12s. 6d.

Reviewed by
CHARLES E. SEBAO-MOISTEFIORE

This book, which is an anthology referring to the
Oxford and St. George's Jewish Boys* Club, will be
read with interest by all club workers and those
engaged in the care of young boys and girls.

The first part of the oook is mainly a description
of Jewish life in the East End of London from 1910
onwards. Often the description is exaggerated,
although one need make no quarrel about that as
the author is eager to get his readers interested. The
difference between the life of an Orthodox Jew and
other Jews often confuses it. I conceive it no part
of the duty of any man to wean away an Orthodox
Jew from Orthodoxy, if that form of Judaism satis-
fies him—often at the expense of being different
from the English lads that surround him either at
work or at play. In the ton* run, however, respect
is gained for a Jew who studies the details and duty
of his religion.

Mr. Hcnriques quotes many letters from his boys
who wrote to him from the Army. They differ in
no measure from the letters-written by other* boys
to their Club Managers, or indeed to their parents
and friends, for war always stirs up religious
emotions. Nevertheless, they are most interesting
and fully express the working of the juvenile ,m»nd.
Again, the letters on hatred of the Germans are
absorbingly interesting and one cannot fail to appre-
ciate them, but they are not very different from
other letters not written by Club boys. When Mr.
Hcnriques begins to write about the " Club spirit
and the influence that the right kind of Club
Manager can exert on almost any boy in his Club-
where the Club becomes almost a second home to
the boy, and home and religious influence are drawn
together—no one will differ from him. That is the
purpose' of the Club, and it is the sphere in which
Mr. Henriqucs so much excels.

The latter part of the book is really a description
of Mr. Henriques's own Jewish conception, and .one
is drawn to the conclusion that his religion is t
one-man religion and anyone holding other views
id at Xauk. The form of prayers, even the prayers
tfceimetot, mm satiafy htm without thought as to
whether they satisfy tike boy. Despite such criti-
cism of certain p*saa§e* of the book, I found «

ta aad foil of interat. It wi& stand as a
Mp to aft interested in boys arid jpr)*r
arn is haotly any mention of. g>"*

throughout the book. It wiH give food for thought
to aU, and I hope it will persuade many to take
up the work of guiding youth through its 'teens.

About Books comtinmed <m p*s* 15, column 3

JEWS AND PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS

NEXT Thursday about a quarter
of a million Jews will exercise
their right, as British citizens, to

register their voles in the General
Election. Of the 46 Jewish candidates
some will undoubtedly enjoy the privi-
lege of sitting as Members of the new
House of Commons.

How-many -realise that both that
right and that privilege are of com-
paratively recent origin ? '

Only a hundred and twenty years
ago Jews were still not only prevented
from entering Parliament—a privilege
accorded to Catholics and other Chris-
tian minorities in 1829—but could
even be barred from the polling
stations if the returning officers cared
to adhere strictly to the letter of the
law.

Seven words, contained in the Oath
of Abjuration—" on the true faith of
a Christian"—kept the 30,000 Jews in
this country* 20,000 in London, the
rest in the provinces, outside the body
politic for a whole generation longer
than the other religious minorities.

In 1835 an Act abolishing the
requirement of taking this oath before
exercising the franchise opened to
Jews the entry to the polling stations.
The door to the legislature, however,
still remained barred. But behind
them the protracted battle between the
reformers in the Commons and the
die hards in the Lords was on. About
ten Bills aiming at the removal of
the "Jewish disabilities "—the first
defeated in the Commons (in 1830),
the others by the Lords—marked the
struggle of that period. The conflict
was ended by a compromise (in 1858)
to the effect that each House be
allowed to determine, by resolution,
the form of oath to be administered
in that House.

Baron Lionel de RotfascfaiM
In 1858 a resolution that Jews

elected to Parliament might omit from
the Oath the seven unacceptable
words was carried by 69' voter to 37,
and on July 26—exactly 11 years after
he was first elected—Baron Lionel de
Rothschild, by then returned for the
fifth time as a Member for the City
of London, was allowed to take his
seat.

[The distinction of being the first
Jewish M.P. is sometimes attributed
to Sir Menasseh Lopez, who was,
indeed, the first man of Jewish birth
to enter St. Stephens. But he was
baptised just before his election in
1802, and, as did later Disraeli,
Ricardo, and about a dozen other
M.P.s of Jewish -prigin—among them
the adventurer Trebitsch-JLiacoin—he
took the oath as a Christian. All of
these are disregarded In the following
account.] --"•""̂  •

Eight years later, when all three
Oaths (of Allegiance, Supremacy, and
Abjuration) were replaced by one to
which no Jew could object, the door

/CONSIDER the macher; or
I rather consider the word
^ - / " macher." It is, of course, a

German word meaning no more than
4 maker " tout court* but if is a word

to which Yiddish, by a stroke of
semantic genius, has given a connota-
tion of the maker par excellence, the
maker of the community, the syna-
gogue, the Zionist society. Hs English
analogue is the word **poeC derived
from the Greek powf/r, "to make/*
And, indeed, the macher is the poet
of the Jewish community, and mach-
manship, which may be provisionally
defined as the art of getting elected
to Synagogue Boards of Management
without Actually Asking People to
vote for you—machmanship is the
poetry of Judaism.

IndtepeasaMe Partner
H is machmanship which fuses the

disparate elements o f Anglo-Jewry
into a cohesive whole: Macnmanship
and THE JEWISH CHRONICLE, The
two are complementary. Pity the
m f l r W whole name hat not appeared

mocher. Let the Fnd*y perish
whereon it was not i%£ordid̂ Mpmê ^
"here in |he column* of *• t ^ Ai|li>-
Jewish press * tim S proposed a vote
of thanks to trw »peakei\ kt t cloud
well upon,MM m blacka**« of the

i i * * \ j » • > - , ' t . . . . * ^ . , : - • • • ' • . < • * . ••••• • • • • • ••• . . • . ' • • • . • • • • . • * • • • • - • • ' • • ••*•••-•:• • • • - • • • • • • « - •

BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

i l - £«r comtrm, kt the day
on which bis chairmanship

NHWMtt me*
promtUtoiBd m the o r W

Z: - flCTfcrk the day on
*••• wn**. on which J*
good. It out &•» only be

to the House of Lords was also arms, and for having unlawfully taken
opened, and jn 1885 Sir Nathaniel de part in three parliamentary divisions
Rothschild, the eldest son of the first he was fined £500 a« a n»«tiit *%f *, N— ™ . «,* iM« *••»* he was fined £500 as a result of a
Jewish M.P. (and Himself a Member court case brought against him by a
of Parliament for 20 years) was raised common informer,
to the Peerage and thus became the For a few months Baron Lionel was
first Jewish member of the House of the only Jew in Parliament. But in
Lords. the General Election of 1859 all three

From his election (in 1847) until his Jewish candidates were successful,
admission, the name of Rothschild Salomons leading in Greenwich, and
haunted like a ffh««t tK* n-:*.vu *u- v—^— Rothschild " *

. . . , _.„...», v » SWUIOVU1IU

haunted like a ghost the British
Houses of Parliament. But from 1858
until 1923 that name figured on the
roll of every House of Commons.
In 1929 Mr. James de Rothschild
restored the great tradition, and sat
as the Liberal Member for the Isle
of Ely until the General Election of
1945. The name is now perpetuated
only in the Upper House of Parlia-
ment, by the third Lord Rothschild.

First Attempts
The first Jewish M.P. to take his

seat, Baron Lionel, was not, however,
the first Jew to contest a parliamen-
tary election. In 1837—at the same
time as a certain Benjamin Disraeli
made his first entry into Parliament,
from Maidstonc—David Salomons
(afterwards Sir David), who holds the
distinction of being the first Jewish
Sheriff of London and Middlesex
(1835), the first Jewish Alderman in
the City (1836), and subsequently the
first Jewish Lord Mayor of London
(1855), stood for election at Shore-
ham. Defeated there, he attacked the
Tory stronghold at Maidstone four
years later, but again without success.

In 1847, when the struggle for
Jewish. parliamentary emancipation
entered upon a more active phase, five
Jews—all of them leading figures in
that struggle—offered themselves as
candidates for election to Parliament.
However, only one, Baron Lionel de
Rothschild, was returned. The others
—his brother Baron Mayer, Salomons,
Sir Isaac Lyon GoWsmid (the first
Jewish Baronet), and his son Francis
(the first Jewish Queen's Counsel)
were each at the bottom of the poll in

the brothers Rothschild being
unopposed. (They were joined in
1860 by Sir Francis H. GoWsmid, the
pioneer of political emancipation, who

Anglo-Jewry had ever had in Parlia-
ment at one and the same time.

In the next two Parliaments the
number of Jewish M . P J dropped to
five and the pioneers "faded away."
Baron Lionel was defeated (in 1874),
his brother, Baron Mayer, and Sir
David Salomons died, while Sir
George Jesse) was raised to the Bench
as Master of the Rolls in 1873. (He
was the first Jew to become a judge
and the first to be appointed a Privy
Councillor.) Since then1 there has
been only one Rothschild (or none),
and after Sir Francis died in 1878,
Sir Julian Goldsmid alone represented
in Parliament the family that had
been most prominent in the struggle

Year of
Election
1859
1865
1868
1874
1880
1885
1886
1892
1895
1900
1906
1910 (Jan.)
1910 (Dec.)
1918
1922
1923
1924
1929
1931
1935
1945
1950
Total

Jewish Candidates
Jewish M.P.s—- Party Division

Conservative-
Liberal

3
6(2)
6(2)
4
4
5(1)
3(2)

UD

Unionist Labour Others

1
1
2
4
4
7(4)
7(1)
4

99(10)

7(2)
7(1)
6
5
8
6
9(1)
8

Kind. Con.)

94(9)

1
2
1 -
6

—(1)
(1)

26(1)1 (Com.)
22__ —
62(2) 1(1)*

This table is based mainly on accounts published in THE JEWISH CHRONICLE.
The number of candidates refers only to those who stood at General Elections;
the numbers of those returned in by-elections are printed in parentheses.

Liberal Unionists after 1886 arc counted together with the Conservative-
Unionists, while all other shades of Liberals are listed together. Many candidates
contested elections, or were returned, on more than one occasion; the totals
[578, 256, and (22) respectively] indicate only the numbers of such occasions.

was returned in a by-election in
Reading.) Never again was the num-
ber of Jews returned in a General
Election to equal the number of those
standing; but ever since then the

.. .... r w ... number of' Jewish M.P.s has been
their respective constituencies: Hythe, growing steadily, though not without
Greenwich, Beverley, \ and Great setbacks. The Parliament elected in

" 1865 had among its Members three
Rothschilds, three Goldsmids (Sir
Julian succeeding to his father's seat
on the death of Frederick Goldsmid),

Yarmouth.
Unwilling to take the oath in the

prescribed form, Baron Lionel was
not allowed to sit in the House. By
then the head of the Jewish com- — ...... *..~ ̂ ^ K l . v » i Vi
munity and a recognised leader in the Baron Lionel (who regained his City
City, -the Baron waited patiently for seat only a year later) and Sir Julian

and Salomons. With the exception of

the parliamentary machine to remove
Jewish disabilities.

To the impatient Salomons the
motion of that machine seemed far
too slow. Elected to Parliament (from

(who came back from another con-
stituency two years later), all the others
were again returned at the General
Election of 1868. In addition, Sir
George Jessel, Q.C., the first Jew to

Greenwich) on his fourth attempt, in enter a British Government (as
1851, he decided to give it a push ; Solicitor-General in 1871) and Sir
and in July of that year he attempted John Simon, the prominent Counsel
to take his seat, after haying omitted and parliamentarian, later known as
from the Oath of Abjuration the " the Member for Jewry,** were also
seven words objected to. Despite his elected. As described by the " J.C."
dignified appeal to the House, he was a quarter of a century later, it was the
finally removed by the Serjeant-at- most brilliant Tody of representatives

for Jewish political emancipation.
Two years before his death Sir Julian
reached the highest position any Jew
had ever held in British Parliament,
that of Deputy Speaker. As Deputy
Chairman of Committees, he presided
over Parliament on several occasions
during 1894.

The parliamentary election of 1874
had, however, another significance:
it returned for the first time a Jewish
Conservative M.P., Mr. SauFyisaac.
For all the Jews elected before 1874.
were Liberals. This was no coinci-
dence. Despite the fact that some of
the Tory leaders, notably Bentinck and
Disraeli, supported the efforts to
remove Jewish disabilities and that it
was the Government of Lord Derby
and Disraeli that carried through the
compromise Bill of 1858, the majority
of Tories in the Commons, and
certainly the Tory majority among the
Lords, were stubbornly opposed to
Jewish political emancipation/ Since
it was the. Liberal Party which had
been mainly responsible for the eman-
cipation of the Jews, the Jewish com-

munity was essentially Liberal in
politics; it was apparently a belated
echo of that Liberal epoch that
prompted Laden Wolf, years later, to
refer to a Jewish Conservative as
"that strange political hermaphro-
dite."

Sir Moses Montefiore, President of
the Board of Deputies for a whole
generation, caljed himself a Tory, and
the first Jew to stand as a Conserva-
tive candidate—Baron Henry d«
Worms, afterwards Lord Pirbright—-
appeared as early as 1868. Defeated
then, he gained entry into West*
minster in the 1880 election, and later
held minor ministerial offices in Lord
Salisbury's successive Governments.

Needless to say, the brilliant career
of Disraeli made a deep impression
upon, and even filled with a certain
pride, the community which he had
left Disraeli himself, incidentally;
regarded the Jews as an essentially
conservative race who had been driven
into the Radical camp only by the
existence of disabilities.

Party Division

The Jewish parliamentary represent
ac-iess-eflc^sTdecTwTien the

lit occurred in the Liberal
Party over Gladstone's Irish Home
Rule proposals in 1886. Sir Julian
Goldsmid and Baron Ferdinand de
Rothschild joined the Liberal wing of
the Unionists (which gradually became
merged with the Conservatives), and
for several years, until the landslide
of 1906, these groups were actually in
a majority among the Jewish M.P.s ^

But it was from ikm^gfoupth'di tne
two greatest Jewish statesmen of this
country emerged. As a result of a
by-election in 1902 Sir Herbert (now
Viscount) Samuel entered the House of
Commons, again bringing up the
number of Jews there to a minyan
(that number was first reached after a
by-election in 1899). He was followed,
two years later, by Sir Rufus Isaacs
(afterwards Marquis of Reading). Sir
Herbert was subsequently the first
Jew to enter the Cabinet (in 1910), the
first British—and only Jewish—High
Commissioner to Palestine, and in his
81st year he still leads, in the House
that opposed Jewish political emanci-
pation, the party that campaigned for
it: while Sir Rufus reached the highest
positions any Jew has ever occupied
irrBritain : Lord Chief Justice. Ambas-
sador to the U.S.A., and Viceroy of
India (apart from the posts of
Solicitor-General and Attorney-
General, which he held earlier).

They were later joined by two other
Liberals who attained Cabinet rank—
the Hon. Edwin Montagu (a cousin of
Sir Herbert and his opponent in the
Government on the problems of Pales*
tine), and Sir Alfred Mond, who,
elected in Swansea (in 1910), was the
first Jew to stand as a candidate in
Wales. (This distinction is held for
Ireland by Alderman A. Harris, the
defeated Home Rule candidate in
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MACHMANSHIP
By / . WITRIOL

a question of time before he finds
himself in the wardens* box, lament-
ing, Alexander-like, that he can go
no higher.

Machmanship builds synagogues,
machmanship renders it possible for
two neighbouring synagogues to be
nearly empty when one could be
nearly full. There is .the classic story
of the macher stranded on a desert
island, who was rescued after many
years. The first thing he did was
proudly to show his rescuers the two
synagogues he had built "Why two
synagogues ? " he was asked. " Oh,
nobody ever goes to that one/* replied
the macher, pointing wiih scorn to
the less "fashionable" of the two
edifices. Machers everywhere will
understand.

Machmanship brings in millions for
the second million, causes swamps to
be drained, forests to be planted,
waste places to be rebuilt. Machman-
ship sets up M inheritances " in Israel
in the naming of which the poetical
Hebrew word nachJah nestles side by
side with the homely sounding names
of middle-chus London suburbs.
There is a Nachlat Finchley, with its
Freemen and Founder-Members, and
who shall say that in the not too
distant future we may not derieyb the
zchiss of a Nochlai Tooting v'Baiham
{or should it be Tooting uValham ?) ?
Who shall say there are no freemen
in Tootmg, no founders in Balhara ?

It is in the Zionist sector that maoh-

manship has achieved its most inten-
sive development. Zionism now
boasts a wider range of machman-
schaften than is to be found in either
the synagogue field or in the field of
purely Anglo-Jewish charitable
endeavour. In addition to the " verti-
cal" machmanschaften of the local
Zionist Society, local J.N.F. Commis-
sion, local Functions Committee, new
M horizontal" formations of trades
and (professions have considerably
extended the boundaries of machman*
like, activities.

Occupational Change

Are you in the Food Trade or the
Fruit Trade ? Are you in Furs or
Furniture ? Gowns or Jewellery ?
Are you a doctor or a dentist, a solici-
tor or accountant ? If so, what could
be more satisfying than to exchange
the frictions of commercial competi-
tion, the tensions that not infrequently
arise from professional co-operation,
for the friendly rivalry of discreetly
publicised munificence in the cause of
kibbutz gtduyotl What happier
memento of a social occasion than a

f oup photograph in the weekly
N.F. news-sheet distributed gratis^

from. Southampton Row, and edited,
it is not too much to say, by
machmen for machmen ? Only school-
teachers* apparently, are excluded
from these charmed photogenic
circles, but it is permissible to Lope

that the day is not far distant when
they, too, will have their own J.P.A.
sub-committee. Forward school-
teachers!

Although machmanship has never
been an exclusively masculine
province, i | must be admitted that the
macher has sometimes tended to look
askance at his feminine counterpart,
the machcrte. The progressive macher,
of course, regards the macherte as a
chayerte, a comrade in machmanship,
but not all machers, alas, are progres-
sive. Certain machmen, with deplor-
able lack of gallantry, have been
heard to describe their machwomen
colleagues as " busybodies " ; but the
United Synagogue's recent bestowal
of the franchise on female full-priced
members may rank perhaps as a
•* half-consolation/* Not a full con*
solation by any means. True, the
female full-priced member has $ot her
vote, but she is in the humiliating
position of being able to do nothing
more with it than help to vote her
husband into office.as gabbai. She
herself cannot'aspire to become a
female gabbai, she must remain a
gabbaite, the mere wife of a gabbai.
The feminists in the United Synagogue
have still a long row to hoe.

Attempts have been made to analyse
the springs of machmanship, but such
attempts are foredoomed to failure.
The idiosyncrasy of the raachman h
not susceptible of analysis. In spite
of what has been said earlier on, it
is evident that he does not mach
primarily to get koved, or kudos. Thir-
woukl be putting the cart before the

horse. The macher does not mach
for koved; because he machs. koved
accrues to him.. He machs because
he must, because maching is his life.
He machs for the same elemental
reason that Goethe's linnet must sing
in the tree-tops:

Ich singe, wic der Vogel singt,
Der in den Zweigen wohnet;
Das Lied, das aus der Kehle dringt̂
1st Lohn, der reicivtch lohnot.

Uwewarded Efforts
The linnet, it would seem, finds

ample reward for its singing in the
stream of song that pours forth from
its throat, and the macher, rest
assured, finds recompense enough in
the endless stream of activities of
functions, of fixtures, of meetings that
are generated by his indefatigable
machmanship. That there exists a
tragedy of machmanship none
acquainted with the problem would
deny, but it is a tragedy, not so much
of the macher, as of the macher
manqui; be, or she, who in spite of
assiduous attendance and exemplary
devotion is never elected to any com-
mittee, never co-opted to any sub-
committee. It is a tragedy, not of
the macher with a song in bis heart,
but of the would-be macher lor ever
doomed to mutism:

A few can touch the magic string.
And noisy Fame is proud to wia
"'" them; '. "' '

Alas for those that never sing.
But die with »H their music in then*

Alas for those that never mach, but
die with all their machtng in them!
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